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Purpose: Neuroimaging techniques are widely used to investigate the function of the
human brain, but none are currently able to accurately localize neuronal activity with
both high spatial and temporal specificity. Here, a new in vivo MRI acquisition and
analysis technique based on the spin‐lock mechanism is developed to noninvasively
image local magnetic field oscillations resulting from neuroelectric activity in specifiable frequency bands.
Methods: Simulations, phantom experiments, and in vivo experiments using an
eyes‐open/eyes‐closed task in 8 healthy volunteers were performed to demonstrate
its sensitivity and specificity for detecting oscillatory neuroelectric activity in the
alpha‐band (8‐12 Hz). A comprehensive postprocessing procedure was designed to
enhance the neuroelectric signal, while minimizing any residual hemodynamic and
physiological confounds.
Results: The phantom results show that this technique can detect 0.06‐nT magnetic
field oscillations, while the in vivo results demonstrate that it can image task‐based
modulations of neuroelectric oscillatory activity in the alpha‐band. Multiple control
experiments and a comparison with conventional BOLD functional MRI suggest that
the activation was likely not due to any residual hemodynamic or physiological
confounds.
Conclusion: These initial results provide evidence suggesting that this new technique has the potential to noninvasively and directly image neuroelectric activity in
the human brain in vivo. With further development, this approach offers the promise
of being able to do so with a combination of spatial and temporal specificity that is
beyond what can be achieved with existing neuroimaging methods, which can advance our ability to study the functions and dysfunctions of the human brain.
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IN T RO D U C T ION

Noninvasive neuroimaging techniques are the most widely
used tools to study the structure and function of the human
Magn Reson Med. 2019;1–14.
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brain in vivo. BOLD functional MRI (fMRI)1-3 benefits from
relatively high spatial resolution and coverage of the whole
brain, but it relies on secondary hemodynamic modulations
that are only an indirect measure of neuronal activity, and
© 2019 International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
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with a very low temporal resolution. Conversely, scalp‐recorded electroencephalography (EEG)4 and magnetoencephalography (MEG),5 which are more direct measures of
neural activity, benefit from a high temporal resolution and
the ability to capture neuroelectric oscillations. However,
they are limited by poor and/or ambiguous spatial resolution,
primarily due to the inverse problem for localizing sources
of electrical activity in a volume based on measurements on
the surface. Multimodal imaging such as simultaneous EEG/
fMRI recording can provide complementary information
about brain activity, but it cannot truly achieve a high spatial
and temporal accuracy simultaneously due to the disparate
signal sources. Thus, the development of a neuroimaging
technique that can noninvasively and directly image neuroelectric activity with both a high spatial and temporal specificity would greatly advance our ability to study the human
brain.
Early attempts at using MRI to detect a phase shift or signal loss caused by electrical currents were successful in phantom6,7 and in vitro8-10 experiments. However, in vivo studies
in the brain using this approach have remained challenging
and controversial,11-22 because the local magnetic fields induced by neuronal currents are not only extremely weak, but
can also be oscillatory, resulting in temporal cancellation
within the acquisition window, and because of challenging
hemodynamic, respiratory, and cardiac‐related confounds.
More recently, spin‐lock techniques based on the rotary saturation effect,23 which can be tuned to detect magnetic field
oscillations within specific frequency bands, such as those
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induced by functional neuroelectric currents, have shown
promising results in phantoms24-27 but have not yet been applied successfully in vivo, even in rats.28
Here, we report a new spin‐lock technique that can reach a
level of sensitivity that enables the imaging of neuro‐electro‐
magnetic oscillations (NEMO) in the human brain in vivo.
We apply this technique and demonstrate its viability and effectiveness, both in phantom experiments and in the human
brain in vivo.

2
2.1
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Pulse sequence

The pulse sequence consists of a spin‐lock preparation
followed by a gradient‐echo spiral readout (Figure 1A).
Specifically, a 90° RF pulse is first applied along the x'‐axis
(in the rotating frame rotating about the z‐axis at the Larmor
frequency), which flips the magnetization M from the z'‐axis
(Figure 1B) to the y'‐axis (Figure 1C). To selectively extract
oscillatory activity in a specifiable frequency band, a spin‐
lock pulse also rotating at the Larmor frequency and with a
spin‐lock frequency ω (with an amplitude B1,spin‐lock such that
ω = γ B1,spin‐lock) is then applied along the y'‐axis. Because the
spin‐lock field B1,spin‐lock and the magnetization M are both
along the y'‐axis, M is temporarily locked along this axis and
rotates around it at the same frequency.24-27,29
In the presence of neuroelectric oscillations at the same
frequency ω that generate a magnetic field Bz’ oscillating

F I G U R E 1 A, Pulse sequence
diagram consisting of a spin‐lock
preparation and a gradient‐echo
spiral readout. Time evolution of the
magnetization M at the beginning of the
pulse sequence (B); after the first 90°
pulse, which flips M from the z'‐axis to the
y'‐axis (C); after the spin‐lock pulse with a
spin‐lock frequency ω equal to that of the
local magnetic field oscillations Bz’ induced
by neuroelectric activity, which nutate M
away from the y'‐axis by a nutation angle
θ (D); and after the strong magnetic field
gradients, which eliminate the Mx' and My'
components, leaving only the Mz' component
for subsequent imaging (E). The diagrams
in (B‐E) are all shown in the rotating frame
rotating about the z‐axis at the Larmor
frequency
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between the +z' and –z' axes, M gradually nutates away from
the y'‐axis due to gyromagnetic forces (Figure 1D). The
evolution of M in the spin‐locked state can be described by
Equations 1 and 2 from Zhu et al27 in a doubly rotating frame
rotating about the z‐axis at the Larmor frequency and about
the y'‐axis at the spin‐lock frequency. This evolution depends
on the spin‐lattice relaxation time in the spin‐locked state, T1ρ,
which is ~78 ms in the human cortical gray matter at 3T.30
Once a sufficient nutation angle θ is reached, the spin‐lock
pulse is turned off, and strong magnetic field gradients are
applied to dephase and eliminate the Mx' and My' components
while preserving the Mz' component (Figure 1E). The selectively preserved Mz' component is then excited by another 90°
pulse to generate an MR image with selective sensitivity to
the NEMO activity. A spiral‐out readout with minimal TE
is used, along with a comprehensive postprocessing method
(see below), to minimize any residual hemodynamic effects.
The NEMO signal is thus distinctly different from the typical
MRI signal (including the BOLD signal) that originates from
the spin precession at the Larmor frequency pointing only in
the +z' direction.
Furthermore, the NEMO signal depends on whether the
magnetization M at the end of the spin‐lock pulse ends up in
the y'–z' plane (as shown in Figure 1D), in the x'–y' plane, or
somewhere in between, which in turn depends on the phase of
the neuroelectric oscillations relative to the spin‐lock pulse.
This phase dependence can in principle be used to investigate the temporal dynamics of the neuroelectric oscillations
in vivo.
The main advantage of our new imaging technique is the
boost in SNR resulting from the fact that only the Mz' component, which results from the neuroelectric oscillations, is
selectively imaged, whereas the Mx' and My' components, as
well as other contributions to the magnetization (e.g., due to
B0 inhomogeneities), remain in the transverse plane and are
eliminated by the strong magnetic field gradients, thereby
effectively suppressing the noise floor. In contrast, previous spin‐lock techniques may be confounded by such additional contributions, because they either apply a second 90°
pulse after the spin‐lock pulse to restore all the transverse
magnetization to the z'‐axis for subsequent excitation27 or
leave it in the transverse plane for subsequent imaging.26,28
Furthermore, our technique, which uses the sin(θ) component
of M, benefits from a higher sensitivity for small θ values
than the original spin‐lock technique,24,25 which used the (1
– cos(θ)) component, because sin(θ) >> 1 – cos(θ) for such
values.26,27 For example, if the amplitude of the oscillating
magnetic field Bz’ is 1 nT and the spin‐lock duration TSL is
125 ms, the sensitivity is increased by sin(θ)/(1 – cos(θ)) ≈
60, where θ = γ Bz’ TSL.
Like previous spin‐lock techniques, our technique is only
sensitive to magnetic fields oscillating along the z'‐axis,
whether the spin‐lock pulse is applied along the x'‐axis or
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y'‐axis. However, the NEMO signal is expected to be present in most voxels in which there is neuroelectric activity,
given that the volume and primary neuronal currents would
almost always have a z'‐component. Like previous spin‐lock
techniques, our technique is also theoretically less sensitive to
cancellation effects resulting from any spatial heterogeneity
of the oscillating magnetic field within a voxel.

2.2

|

Phantom MRI experiments

To demonstrate the specificity, sensitivity, and oscillatory‐
phase dependence of this technique, we performed phantom
experiments by applying an oscillating current in a water
phantom and varying its frequency, amplitude, and phase
relative to the spin‐lock pulse. These experiments were
performed on a 3T MR750 MRI scanner (GE Healthcare,
Milwaukee, WI) with an 8‐channel head coil. A 3‐cm diameter axial wire loop taped outside a 10‐cm diameter spherical
water phantom doped with NiCl2 was connected through a
twisted‐pair cable and a variable resistor to a sine‐wave function generator, which was triggered by the scanner to control
the phase of the oscillating current relative to the spin‐lock
pulse.
Images were acquired with our spin‐lock technique in an
axial slice 1 cm away from the loop, with TE = 3 ms, FOV =
12 × 12 cm, matrix size = 64 × 64, in‐plane spatial resolution
= 1.875 × 1.875 mm, slice thickness = 8 mm, spin‐lock frequency = 10 Hz (corresponding to an amplitude of ~235 nT),
and spin‐lock duration = 125 ms (corresponding to a 1¼
turn of the magnetization around the y'‐axis, as illustrated in
Figure 1D). Because our technique is sensitive to the phase of
the oscillating current relative to the spin‐lock pulse, a TR of
1.0125 s was chosen, so that this phase would systematically
vary across the different TRs within each run.
To determine the specificity of our technique, the oscillating‐current amplitude was set to 2.5 mA while its frequency
was varied from 4 to 17 Hz, changing every 15 TRs within a
single run. To determine the sensitivity of our technique, the
oscillating‐current frequency was set to 10 Hz while its amplitude was varied from 0 to 0.05 mA, changing every 15 TRs
within a single run. The magnitudes of the magnetic field at
the center of the slice (1 cm from the center of the wire loop)
corresponding to current amplitudes of 0 to 0.05 mA were
calculated by using the Biot‐Savart law and ranged from 0
to 1.2 nT. The signal intensity was averaged in a 9 × 9 voxel
region‐of‐interest (ROI) at the center of the loop, and a sinusoidal function was fit to the 15 TRs corresponding to each
oscillating‐current frequency and amplitude. The amplitude
of this sinusoid was then plotted as a function of the current
frequency (with amplitude held constant) or as a function of
the current amplitude (with frequency held constant). A 1‐
tailed paired t‐test was performed between the amplitude of
the sinusoid at 0 mA, and the amplitude of the sinusoid at
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each of the other current amplitudes to determine the smallest
magnetic field detectable. Magnetic fields for which the corresponding P‐value was smaller than 0.01 were considered
detectable.

2.3

|

Human experiments

|

Human EEG experiment

We then performed in vivo experiments to demonstrate the
ability of our technique to image functional modulations of
neuroelectric oscillations in the alpha‐band (8‐12 Hz), which
comprise a particularly important neuro‐oscillatory functional
activity pattern in the brain. More specifically, we examined
modulations of activity in this frequency band induced by
alternately opening and closing the eyes, which is known to
strongly modulate alpha activity in visual cortex (larger when
eyes are closed)31,32 and which has been shown to result in a
mean peak frequency for alpha power of 9.9 ± 1.0 Hz in a
study of 110 adults.33 All subjects provided written informed
consent to participate in the experiments, which were carried out in accordance with protocols approved by the Duke
University Health System Institutional Review Board.

2.4

Before running the MRI experiments, we performed EEG
measurements of alpha activity in response to alternations
between eye closure and eye opening on a healthy volunteer
to confirm the alpha modulation and to delineate the temporal
characteristics of that modulation. The participant was given
a spoken word cue to close their eyes, followed by another
cue 4 s later to open their eyes, and then alternating every 4 s
for a total of 82 trials. Data were acquired and analyzed as
described in the Supporting Information, which is available
online.

2.5 | Human MRI experiments: data
acquisition
We then performed MRI experiments in 8 healthy volunteers
to demonstrate the ability of our technique to tomographically
image functional modulations of neuroelectric oscillations in
the alpha‐band. As in the EEG experiment, the subjects were

instructed to alternately open and close their eyes every 4 s to
modulate the alpha activity in their visual cortex.
Spin‐lock techniques are sensitive to spatiotemporal variations of the static magnetic field B0, including those induced
in the brain by breathing, potentially resulting in confounding
signal modulations at the breathing frequency.34 Accordingly,
to rule out any contribution from such a source, the subjects
were trained to alternatively breathe in and out within 2 s
and hold their breath for 2 s to ensure that such breathing‐
induced signal modulations would occur at a higher frequency (0.25 Hz and higher harmonics) than the 0.125‐Hz
eyes‐open/eyes‐closed task frequency that would modulate
the alpha power.
For each subject, 4 runs were acquired with this paradigm,
using a 10‐Hz spin‐lock frequency centered on the alpha‐
band (Figure 2A). To contrast with these NEMO runs, 2 control runs were acquired with the same eyes‐open/eyes‐closed
paradigm, but using a 30‐Hz spin‐lock frequency (control‐1;
Figure 2B). Two additional control runs were also acquired
using the same 10‐Hz spin‐lock frequency as for the NEMO
runs, but while the subjects kept their eyes open continuously
(control‐2; Figure 2C), except for some occasional blinking,
which would not have modulated alpha activity at 0.125 Hz.
Finally, 1 run optimized for recording BOLD activity was acquired with the eyes‐open/eyes‐closed paradigm, but using
no spin‐lock preparation and with a longer TE (Figure 2D).
These experiments were performed on the 3T MRI scanner with a 32‐channel head coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington,
MA). T1‐weighted anatomical images of the whole brain were
acquired with a 3D inversion‐prepared spoiled gradient‐echo
sequence. The fMRI data were then acquired in a single axial
slice along the calcarine fissure, with TR = 500 ms, TE = 3 ms
(for the NEMO and control runs, to minimize any BOLD
effect) or 30 ms (for the BOLD runs), FOV = 24 × 24 cm,
matrix size = 64 × 64, in‐plane spatial resolution = 3.75 ×
3.75 mm, slice thickness = 8 mm (to adequately cover the
primary visual cortex), and scan time = 4 min 16 s. For the
NEMO and control runs, the spin‐lock duration was set to
125 ms, as in the phantom experiments.
The subjects were shown a fixation cross at the center
of a black screen through a projector. They used both visual
cues (a color change of the cross every 2 s) and auditory cues

F I G U R E 2 Paradigms. A, NEMO runs using a 10‐Hz spin‐lock frequency to detect neuroelectric oscillations in the alpha‐band (8‐12 Hz), a
0.125‐Hz eyes‐open/eyes‐closed paradigm to modulate the alpha‐band activity, and a 0.25‐Hz controlled breathing to minimize physiological noise.
B, Control‐1 runs using a 30‐Hz spin‐lock frequency. C, Control‐2 runs using eyes open continuously. D, BOLD runs using no spin‐lock preparation
and a longer TE
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(from the scanner sounds) to determine when to open or close
their eyes and when to breathe or hold their breath. All subjects practiced the task before the MRI scans. The NEMO,
control‐1, control‐2, and BOLD runs were interleaved.

2.6 | Human MRI experiments:
data analysis
In contrast to the phantom experiments, in which the oscillating‐current frequency or amplitude was systematically varied across a wide range of values to determine the specificity
and sensitivity of our technique, the goal of the human experiments was to demonstrate our ability to image functional
modulations of neuroelectric oscillations between 2 conditions (eyes‐open versus eyes‐closed), analogous to how functional modulations are typically investigated in BOLD fMRI
studies. Thus, the data were analyzed by taking a Fourier
transform (FT) along the time course of each voxel in each
run and by looking for a peak at the 0.125‐Hz eyes‐open/
eyes‐closed task frequency, which was expected to be observed in the NEMO runs but not in the control runs. Our
paradigm and analysis were focused on the functional modulation induced at 0.125 Hz by our task manipulation (more
versus less alpha activity during the eyes‐closed versus eyes‐
open periods, respectively), not on the activity at the 10‐Hz
spin‐lock frequency itself, which did not correspond to our
functional task. This FT analysis was more effective at picking up the 0.125‐Hz task frequency in the power spectrum
than a traditional general linear model analysis, which would
have required assumptions to be made on the exact shape of
the NEMO response function.
Activation maps were generated by extracting the magnitude of the FT at 0.125 Hz. Although the NEMO runs were
optimized to detect the NEMO signal, they could still have
had some sensitivity to residual hemodynamic confounds
(e.g., BOLD or inflow effects) or physiological confounds
(e.g., breathing‐induced signal fluctuations). To minimize

F I G U R E 3 A, Simulated time course
for a hemodynamic signal (e.g., BOLD or
inflow effects), showing a cyclic signal
fluctuation at the 0.125‐Hz eyes‐open/
eyes‐closed task frequency. B, Simulated
time course for a random‐phase NEMO
signal, showing a low versus high standard
deviation, but constant mean, during
the eyes‐open periods (white stripes)
versus eyes‐closed periods (gray stripes),
respectively
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such confounds, 3 additional postprocessing steps, consisting
of a regression, filtering, and rectification (RFR), were performed before taking the FT, as described below. This procedure took advantage of the different temporal characteristics
of these signals. Specifically, any residual hemodynamic and
physiological confounds would be expected to show a cyclic
signal fluctuation at the 0.125‐Hz eyes‐open/eyes‐closed task
frequency (Figure 3A) or at the 0.25‐Hz controlled breathing frequency, because such effects would tend to cause only
slow (relative to the neuronal oscillations in the alpha‐band
and to the spin‐lock frequency) changes in the local deoxyhemoglobin concentration, magnetic susceptibility, magnetic
field, and longitudinal magnetization of the NEMO signal.
In contrast, the NEMO signal, which is sensitive to the
phase of the neuroelectric oscillations relative to the spin‐
lock pulse, as shown in our phantom experiments, may have
2 components. If the neuroelectric oscillations and spin‐lock
pulse are exactly in‐phase at each TR across a run (e.g., both
at 10 Hz), the NEMO signal is expected to show a cyclic pattern at the eyes‐open/eyes‐closed task frequency (constant‐
phase NEMO signal). On the other hand, if there are large
phase variations at the different TRs, the NEMO signal is
expected to have a low versus high standard deviation, but
constant mean, during the eyes‐open versus eyes‐closed periods, respectively (random‐phase NEMO signal; Figure 3B).
In this study, the NEMO signal due to neuroelectric oscillations in the alpha‐band was expected to contain a substantial
random‐phase component, because such oscillations spanned
a frequency range of 8‐12 Hz and because there were inherent temporal variations between the onset of each visual‐task
event (opening or closing of the eyes in response to the cue)
and the spin‐lock pulses.
The RFR procedure consisted of the following 3 steps.
First, a cortical parcellation of the T1‐weighted anatomical images was performed with FreeSurfer35 based on the
Destrieux atlas,36 resulting in 74 cortical parcels per hemisphere. These parcels were resampled from the FreeSurfer
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mesh to the MRI slice and merged across both hemispheres
to yield different ROIs. For each run and each ROI, the time
course was averaged across the voxels within each ROI and
then regressed out from the time course of each voxel within
the ROI. This step reduced any slow cyclic hemodynamic and
physiological confounds, while preserving any random‐phase
NEMO signal that varied across different voxels within an
ROI. Such a regression based on the MRI signal in different
ROIs was found to be more effective at removing breathing‐
induced signal fluctuations in the brain voxels than a regression based on a single respiratory signal recorded from a
respiratory belt, as the breathing‐induced signal fluctuations
in the brain are not directly proportional to the single respiratory signal from the belt.
Second, a high‐pass filter with a cutoff frequency of
0.3 Hz (just above the 0.25‐Hz controlled breathing frequency and higher than the 0.125‐Hz eyes‐open/eyes‐closed
task frequency) was applied to further reduce any residual

TRUONG et al.

low‐frequency signal that was not regressed out in the previous step. Importantly, the regression and filtering steps of the
RFR procedure did not eliminate the random‐phase NEMO
signal, because such a signal had a constant mean and hence
no 0.125‐Hz frequency component in the power spectrum.
Third, the time course of each voxel was rectified by subtracting the mean over the whole run and taking the absolute
value at each TR, which converted the random‐phase NEMO
signal (with low versus high standard deviation, but constant
mean) into a cyclic signal at the 0.125‐Hz task frequency,
resulting in a peak at that frequency in the power spectrum.
Altogether, the RFR procedure enhanced any random‐phase
NEMO signal, while minimizing any slow cyclic residual hemodynamic and physiological confounds, thereby allowing a
clear distinction between the NEMO and BOLD activations.
The RFR procedure was first tested on simulated NEMO
and BOLD runs with the same paradigm as used in the
human experiments. The simulated BOLD run consisted of

F I G U R E 4 A‐P, Simulated time courses and power spectra for a NEMO run with random‐phase NEMO and residual BOLD signals (left)
and for a BOLD run (right), before and after each step of the RFR postprocessing procedure (regression, high‐pass filtering, rectification). The
red lines represent the mean (arbitrary units), whereas the purple areas represent the mean ± standard deviation. The regression and filtering steps
eliminate the slow cyclic BOLD signal at the 0.125‐Hz task frequency (J,L), but not the random‐phase NEMO signal, which has a low versus high
standard deviation, but constant mean, during the eyes‐open (white stripes) versus eyes‐closed (gray stripes) periods, respectively (I). The additional
rectification step converts the NEMO signal into a cyclic signal at 0.125 Hz (M), resulting in a peak at that frequency in the power spectrum (N)
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a canonical BOLD hemodynamic response function (with
an amplitude of 1) convolved with a 0.125‐Hz square wave,
along with additive noise (with a uniform distribution between ±0.5). The simulated NEMO run consisted of the sum
of: (i) a time course with a low versus high standard deviation
(with a uniform distribution between ±0.5 versus ±1), but
constant mean, during the eyes‐open versus eyes‐closed periods, respectively (random‐phase NEMO signal), and (ii) a
time course identical to that of the BOLD run (reflecting possible residual BOLD signal). In the simulated NEMO time
course, the oscillating magnetic field was not assumed to be
at a specific frequency, but could have a range of frequencies (e.g., 8‐12 Hz for a spin‐lock frequency of 10 Hz), which
would all result in a low versus high standard deviation, but
constant mean, during the eyes‐open versus eyes‐closed periods, respectively. A 10‐voxel ROI was used for each run.
These simulations confirmed that, after RFR, the 0.125‐Hz
peak is detected in the NEMO run, but is eliminated in the
BOLD run (Figure 4). The same procedure was then applied
to the experimental human brain data, and new activation
maps were generated as described above.
To focus on the activation in the primary visual cortex
(V1) and to combine the results across all runs, power spectra
were generated by averaging the magnitude of the FT in the
same left and right anatomically defined occipital‐pole ROIs
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for the average of all NEMO, control‐1, control‐2, or BOLD
runs from each individual subject, both before and after RFR.
These power spectra were then further averaged across all 8
subjects. Additional details are described in the Supporting
Information.

3
3.1

|

RESULTS

|

Phantom MRI experiments

|

Human EEG experiment

The phantom experiments (Figure 5) demonstrate that our
technique can detect magnetic field oscillations in a specifiable frequency band with an FWHM of ~10 Hz (Figure 5A)
and with a magnitude as low as 0.06 nT (Figure 5B). They
also confirm that the NEMO signal depends on the phase of
the magnetic field oscillations relative to the spin‐lock pulse
(Figure 5C).

3.2

The EEG experiment (Figure 6) delineated the time course
of the task‐induced modulations in alpha power over visual
cortex, showing the power to rapidly increase or decrease
~700 ms after the cue to close versus open the eyes, respectively (Figure 6A). Given this time frame, we chose a TR of

F I G U R E 5 Phantom experiments demonstrating the specificity, sensitivity, and phase dependence of our spin‐lock technique. Amplitude
of the fitted sinusoid (mean ± standard deviation, arbitrary units) versus the current frequency (A), showing a peak centered on the spin‐lock
frequency (here, 10 Hz) with a ~10 Hz FWHM, or versus the current amplitude (B), showing that a magnetic field as low as 0.06 nT can be
detected (P = 0.0002, uncorrected), which corresponds to 2.6 pT when using the same voxel size and number of TRs as in our human experiments.
C, Signal intensity (mean ± SD, arbitrary units) versus the phase of the oscillating current relative to the spin‐lock pulse, fit with a sinusoid. D,
Signal intensity with no oscillating current applied, fit with a sinusoid. E, Amplitude of the fitted sinusoid in each voxel (arbitrary units) overlaid
on an image of the phantom. The green circle shows the wire loop (1 cm from this axial slice and generating an oscillating magnetic field primarily
orthogonal to the slice), whereas the blue square shows the ROI
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F I G U R E 6 EEG measurements of alpha activity change for eyes‐closed versus eyes‐open. A, Time course (mean ± standard error of the
mean) of the magnitude change of the alpha‐band oscillatory activity (8‐12 Hz) from a group of electrode sites (white dots on the accompanying
topographic head plot) over parietal‐occipital scalp, centered around scalp site POz (center white dot on the head plot), time‐lock‐averaged over all
trials, showing a rapid increase starting at ~700 ms after the cue to close the eyes (time 0). The topographic head plot insert in the panel shows the
increase in the alpha‐band magnitude from these parietal‐occipital scalp sites, averaged over a 1000‐4500 ms time window after the cue to close
the eyes, relative to the eyes‐open periods. B, Time‐frequency plot of the time‐locked power change from these same electrodes, showing that the
alpha‐band change modulated by the eyes‐open/eyes‐closed task is by far the largest effect seen, and is distinctly selective to a band around 10 Hz

500 ms for the MRI experiments to capture this change in
the magnitude of the alpha‐band oscillations. Furthermore,
a time‐frequency plot of the time‐locked power change over
posterior scalp shows that the alpha change modulated by the
eyes‐open/eyes‐closed task is by far the largest effect seen,
and is distinctly selective around 10 Hz (Figure 6B).

3.3

|

Human MRI experiments

Activation maps in 2 representative subjects from the human
MRI experiments (Figure 7) are shown unthresholded to illustrate the full range of activity at the task frequency. Before
the RFR postprocessing procedure, the NEMO runs, which
were acquired with the eyes‐open/eyes‐closed paradigm
using a 10‐Hz spin‐lock frequency centered on the alpha‐
band, demonstrated substantial activations in the visual cortex (Figure 7A, green ovals). The control‐1 runs, which were
acquired with the same eyes‐open/eyes‐closed paradigm,
but using a 30‐Hz spin‐lock frequency, generally showed
little activation in the visual cortex (Figure 7B), consistent
with there being no overlap between the alpha‐band activity being modulated by the eyes‐open/eyes‐closed task and
the frequency range to which a 30‐Hz spin‐lock is sensitive.

The control‐2 runs, which were acquired using the same
10‐Hz spin‐lock frequency as for the NEMO runs, but while
the subjects kept their eyes open continuously, also generally showed little activation in the visual cortex (Figure 7C),
consistent with there being no modulation of alpha activity
in this condition. As expected, the BOLD runs, which were
acquired with the same eyes‐open/eyes‐closed paradigm as
for the NEMO runs, but using no spin‐lock preparation and
with a longer TE, showed substantial BOLD activations in
the visual cortex (Figure 7D, green ovals).
After performing the RFR postprocessing procedure to
minimize any slow cyclic residual hemodynamic and physiological confounds and to enhance any random‐phase NEMO
signal, the control‐1 (Figure 7F), control‐2 (Figure 7G), and
BOLD (Figure 7H) runs generally showed no activations in
the visual cortex, whereas substantial activations remained in
the NEMO runs, particularly in the occipital‐pole/V1 region
in both hemispheres (Figure 7E, green ovals). The activation
maps in the rest of the slice could show some differences
before versus after RFR and/or across subjects, because the
activation before versus after RFR did not reflect the same
signal, because the activation maps were normalized separately to highlight any activation in the visual cortex (see

TRUONG et al.
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F I G U R E 7 Activation maps
from all conditions in 2 representative
subjects. A‐D, Maps of the FT magnitude
at 0.125 Hz (arbitrary units) before the
RFR postprocessing procedure, showing
substantial activations in the visual cortex
for the NEMO (A, green ovals) and
BOLD (D, green ovals) runs relative to
the control‐1 (B) or control‐2 (C) runs.
E‐H, Corresponding activation maps after
RFR, showing no or little activation for the
control‐1 (F), control‐2 (G), and BOLD (H)
runs, but still substantial activations for the
NEMO runs (E, green ovals), particularly in
the occipital‐pole/V1 region in the acquired
slice and whose spatial distributions differed
from the BOLD activation before RFR (D)

Supporting Information), and because the subjects could
have had different head tilts.
In addition, the NEMO activation (after RFR) and the
BOLD activation (before RFR) could have somewhat different activation patterns for two reasons. First, the NEMO and
BOLD runs were optimized to detect the NEMO and BOLD
signals, respectively (and the NEMO runs were further processed with the RFR procedure to minimize any contribution
from residual hemodynamic effects). Second, the NEMO and
BOLD signals arise from different neuronal mechanisms.
Specifically, the BOLD activation (before RFR), which reflects hemodynamic modulations resulting from the visual
input induced by the eyes‐open/eyes‐closed task, would tend
to be observed in the visual cortex, mostly in the gray matter,
including in V1 and higher visual cortical areas (Figure 7D).
In contrast, the NEMO activation (after RFR), which would
be expected to reflect modulations of neuronal oscillations

in the alpha‐band that are well known to also be induced
by the eyes‐open/eyes‐closed task, could extend throughout
the occipital gray matter beyond these regions (Figure 7E).
Nevertheless, we used a common ROI (the anatomically defined occipital‐pole/V1 ROI) to compare the activation from
these two contrast mechanisms.
Before RFR, and as expected, the power spectra averaged
in this ROI (Figure 8A) generally showed a clear 0.125‐Hz
peak for the NEMO (Figure 8B), control‐1 (Figure 8C), and
BOLD (Figure 8E) runs, but not for any of the control‐2
runs (Figure 8D). Although the NEMO and control‐1 runs
were acquired with a TE of 3 ms to minimize any BOLD
effect, they could still have had some sensitivity to hemodynamic effects (e.g., residual BOLD or inflow effects) or
some physiological confounds at the 0.125‐Hz eyes‐open/
eyes‐closed task frequency, which thus could have contributed to such a peak. In contrast, the control‐2 runs, in which
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F I G U R E 8 Power spectra from all conditions in the occipital‐pole/V1 ROIs for the 2 representative subjects shown in Figure 7 and for the
average across all 8 subjects. A, Anatomically defined occipital‐pole/V1 ROIs. B‐I, FT magnitude in these ROIs for the average of all NEMO,
control‐1, control‐2, and BOLD runs, both before (B‐E) and after (F‐I) the RFR procedure. The red lines represent the mean FT magnitude
(arbitrary units), the purple areas represent the mean ± standard deviation across all the voxels in that subject’s ROI, and the blue areas represent
the mean ± standard deviation across the 8 subjects of the mean FT magnitude in each subject’s ROI. These results show a local peak at the
0.125‐Hz eyes‐open/eyes‐closed task frequency in the NEMO runs after RFR for the 2 individual subjects, which was enhanced when averaged
across all 8 subjects (F, last row), further supporting its neuroelectric origin. In contrast, the 0.125‐Hz peak was eliminated by the RFR procedure
in the BOLD runs, both for the 2 individual subjects and for the average across all subjects (I), confirming its hemodynamic origin. After RFR, the
0.125‐Hz peak was also absent in the control‐1 (G) and control‐2 (H) runs

the eyes were always open, would not have been affected by
such confounds.
After RFR, the 0.125‐Hz peak was manifest in the NEMO
runs (Figure 8F), but was absent in the control‐1 (Figure 8G),
control‐2 (Figure 8H), and BOLD (Figure 8I) runs, as predicted and as confirmed by our simulations (Figure 4). The
NEMO peak after RFR was not clearly detected in every single subject, possibly because of the variability in the magnitude of the alpha‐band oscillations across subjects. However,

the power spectra averaged across all 8 subjects (Figure 8F‐I,
last row) showed a very clear 0.125‐Hz peak for the NEMO
runs, but no such peak for the control‐1, control‐2, or BOLD
runs. In the power spectra averaged across all NEMO runs
and all 8 subjects, the height of the 0.125‐Hz peak relative to
the baseline was 1.21 before RFR (Figure 8B) and 0.077 after
RFR (Figure 8F).
The activation maps (Figure 7) represent the power at
0.125 Hz in all voxels, whereas the power spectra (Figure
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8) represent the power in the occipital‐pole/V1 ROI at all
frequencies, so they will not necessarily be closely aligned.
Importantly, voxels with a higher magnitude in the activation
maps do not necessarily have a peak at 0.125 Hz in the power
spectra, so the presence or absence of such a peak (relative
to other frequencies) is a particularly relevant characteristic
to bear in mind.
Statistical analyses (see Supporting Information) performed across all 8 subjects showed that, after RFR, there
was a significant 0.125‐Hz peak for the NEMO runs (P =
0.0086), but not for the control‐1 (P = 0.2019), control‐2 (P
= 0.8459), or BOLD (P = 0.1153) runs, in the occipital‐pole/
V1 ROI. Similar analyses performed across 7, 6, or 5 subjects for all possible combinations of subjects (Supporting
Information Figure S1) showed that there was still a significant (P < 0.05) 0.125‐Hz peak for the NEMO runs in 100%,
100%, and 57% of the combinations, respectively, but no such
peak for the control‐1, control‐2, or BOLD runs in nearly all
combinations.
Additional analyses performed across all 8 subjects
showed that, after RFR, the power at 0.125 Hz was significantly higher for the NEMO runs relative to the control‐1 (P
= 0.0001) and control‐2 (P = 0.0026) runs in the occipital‐
pole/V1 ROI. Similar analyses performed across 7, 6, or 5
subjects (Supporting Information Figure S2) showed that the
power at 0.125 Hz remained significantly higher (P < 0.05)
for the NEMO runs relative to the control‐1 and control‐2
runs in all combinations.
Finally, other anatomically defined ROIs located in more
anterior brain regions (Supporting Information Figure S3)
showed no significant 0.125‐Hz peaks for any of the NEMO,
control‐1, control‐2, or BOLD runs after RFR.

4 | D IS C U SS ION A N D
CONC LU S IO N S
These results suggest that our new MRI technique has the sensitivity and specificity to noninvasively image local magnetic
field oscillations in vivo resulting from neuroelectric activity
in specifiable frequency bands (here, the alpha‐band). The
control experiments showed that there was no such activation when the spin‐lock frequency was outside the alpha‐band
(control‐1) or when there was no modulation of alpha activity because the eyes were kept open (control‐2). The control‐2
runs, which used the same 10‐Hz spin‐lock frequency as the
NEMO runs, further ruled out any contribution from B0/B1
inhomogeneities, given that such inhomogeneities would
not have been synchronized with the eyes‐open/eyes‐closed
task. Finally, the experimental paradigm and postprocessing
steps were specifically designed to minimize any slow cyclic
residual hemodynamic and physiological confounds (e.g.,
breathing‐induced signal fluctuations). A comparison with
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conventional BOLD fMRI suggests that the NEMO activation
in this study likely reflects task‐based modulations of neuroelectric oscillatory activity in the alpha‐band, rather than any
residual hemodynamic effects, physiological noise, or B0/B1
inhomogeneities. Importantly, while both the NEMO and
BOLD signals were modulated and detected at the 0.125‐Hz
eyes‐open/eyes‐closed task frequency (Figure 8F versus 8E),
the phantom experiments (Figure 5A and C) and the NEMO
versus control‐1 runs in the human experiments (Figure 8F
versus 8G) demonstrate that our technique can detect magnetic
field oscillations in a specifiable frequency band and sample
the temporally varying phase of the oscillation itself, which
BOLD fMRI cannot directly sample, because it is inherently
limited by the sluggishness of the hemodynamic response.
Previous phantom experiments based on other spin‐lock
techniques24,26 reported sensitivities of 1 and 0.25 nT, which
corresponds to 17.6 and 0.56 nT when using the same voxel
size and number of TRs we used in our phantom experiments.
In contrast, the sensitivity measured in our phantom experiments was 0.06 nT (Figure 5B), representing a substantial
improvement. When taking into account the larger voxel size
(3.75 versus 1.875 mm in‐plane resolution) and number of
TRs (512 versus 15) used in our human experiments, resulting in a factor of sqrt(512/15) × 4 larger SNR, this 0.06‐nT
value actually corresponds to 2.6 pT, which is comparable to
somatic‐evoked magnetic fields measured with MEG above
the primary somatosensory cortex of the piglet.37 After further considering the 3.4‐fold lower temporal SNR due to the
presence of physiological noise in the human, but not phantom, experiments (43.7 versus 147.9), it is expected that our
technique can still image both spontaneous and event‐induced functional neuroelectric oscillations, which have been
estimated to generate local magnetic fields of 0.1 nT or larger
in a typical voxel.38,39
In this initial study, we chose to first image neuroelectric
oscillations in the alpha‐band, because of its functional importance and widespread occurrence in the human brain and
because its power variations are of particularly strong amplitude in humans and could be induced with a straightforward
eyes‐open/eyes‐closed task.31,32 However, our technique can
in principle be extended to image neuroelectric oscillations,
both event‐induced and spontaneously generated, in other
frequency bands (e.g., theta, beta, gamma) by setting the
spin‐lock frequency accordingly. Furthermore, our phantom
experiments (Figure 5B) demonstrate that this technique has
the potential sensitivity to image neuroelectric oscillations
considerably smaller than the ones shown here, such as those
induced by sensory or cognitive events. Another whole class
of neuroelectric oscillations that could be very effectively
imaged with this technique would be those driven by steady‐
state stimulus presentation, such as steady‐state visual
evoked potentials,40 where the spin‐lock frequency could be
tuned to the specific frequency of the stimulus presentation.
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Lastly, although not all neuronal activities are oscillatory,
neuronal oscillations represent an extensive and far‐reaching
class of neural activity patterns that are thought to play key
roles in perceptual, cognitive, and interregional‐control processes (e.g., attentional control).41-44 Accordingly, the ability
to noninvasively image such oscillatory neuronal activities
with high spatial and temporal specificity will be highly impactful for the study of the neural mechanisms underlying
both normal and abnormal cognitive functions.
A current limitation of our technique is that it cannot detect
nonoscillatory neuroelectric activity or distinguish between
neuroelectric oscillations with close frequencies (within the
~10 Hz FWHM of the response curve; Figure 5A). However,
with further development, it could potentially detect modulations of neuroelectric oscillations across a frequency band
that is wider than ~10 Hz by using a ramped spin‐lock pulse
spanning the desired frequency range.25 In addition, our
initial study used a controlled‐breathing paradigm, with a
breathing frequency substantially higher than the eyes‐open/
eyes‐closed task frequency, to clearly separate the two corresponding peaks in the power spectra and thereby unambiguously demonstrate that the NEMO activation was not due to
breathing‐induced B0 fluctuations. In future studies, however,
the RFR procedure alone can be used or our technique can
be further developed to incorporate a B0‐insensitive spin‐lock
preparation,34 dynamic shimming, and/or low‐field imaging
to reduce or eliminate sensitivity to B0 fluctuations, thereby
allowing the use of free‐breathing paradigms and thus much
wider applicability. Finally, while the RFR procedure was designed to minimize any slow cyclic residual hemodynamic
and physiological confounds at the 0.125‐Hz eyes‐open/eyes‐
closed task frequency, there could potentially also have been
some residual hemodynamic or physiological confounds that
were not manifested as slow cyclic signals and that were not
minimized by the RFR procedure.
This initial proof‐of‐concept study only represents the
first step toward validating our new technique, and several
additional experiments will be needed to fully validate it, to
investigate its spatial and temporal specificity, to further improve its sensitivity, to address its current limitations, and to
assess its performance in a wider range of applications (e.g.,
to detect modulations of neuroelectric oscillations in different frequency bands, between which the spin‐lock duration
and sensitivity may differ). For example, one additional validation experiment should use a longer eyes‐open/eyes‐closed
cycle (e.g., 20 s rather than the 8 s used here) to demonstrate
the rapid onset of the NEMO signal with no interference
from residual hemodynamic effects induced in the previous
cycle and to unambiguously assess the relative timing of the
NEMO versus BOLD signal changes.
Nevertheless, our initial results provide evidence suggesting that MRI can be used to noninvasively and directly
image neuroelectric oscillations in the human brain in vivo.
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This new technique should not be viewed as being aimed at
replacing existing neuroimaging techniques, which can address a wide range of questions, but it is expected to be able
to image functionally important neural activity in ways that
no other technique can currently achieve. Specifically, it is
designed to directly image neuroelectric activity, and in particular oscillatory neuroelectric activity, which BOLD fMRI
cannot directly sample, because it is intrinsically limited by
the temporal smear and temporal delay of the hemodynamic
response. Furthermore, it has the potential to do so with a
high and unambiguous spatial specificity, which EEG/MEG
cannot achieve, because of the limitations of the inverse problem. We expect that our technique can be extended and optimized to directly image a broad range of intrinsic and driven
neuronal oscillations, thereby advancing our ability to study
neuronal processes, both functional and dysfunctional, in the
human brain.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional supporting information may be found online in
the Supporting Information section at the end of the article.
FIGURE S1 P‐values from t‐tests performed across 8, 7,
6, or 5 out of 8 subjects (sorted in ascending order for all
possible combinations of subjects) comparing the power
at 0.125 Hz versus the power at adjacent frequencies,
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averaged over all voxels in the occipital‐pole/V1 ROI
of each subject. After RFR, there was a statistically significant (P < 0.05) peak at the 0.125‐Hz eyes‐open/eyes‐
closed task frequency for the NEMO runs in 100%, 100%,
100%, and 57% of the combinations, respectively, but no
such peak for the control‐1, control‐2, or BOLD runs in
nearly all combinations
FIGURE S2 P‐values from t‐tests performed across 8, 7,
6, or 5 out of 8 subjects (sorted in ascending order for all
possible combinations of subjects) comparing the power at
0.125 Hz in the NEMO runs versus the power at 0.125 Hz
in the control‐1 or control‐2 runs, averaged over all voxels
in the occipital‐pole/V1 ROI of each subject. After RFR, the
power at 0.125 Hz was significantly higher (P < 0.05) for the
NEMO runs relative to the control‐1 and control‐2 runs in all
combinations
FIGURE S3 Power spectra from all conditions in 2 additional
ROIs for the 2 representative subjects shown in Figures 7‐8
and for the average across all 8 subjects. Anatomically‐defined ROIs in the subcallosal gyrus (a) and anterior segment
of the circular sulcus of the insula (f). (b‐e,g‐j) FT magnitude
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in these ROIs for the average of all NEMO, control‐1, control‐2, and BOLD runs after the RFR procedure. The red
lines represent the mean FT magnitude (arbitrary units), the
purple areas represent the mean ± standard deviation across
all the voxels in that subject’s ROI, and the blue areas represent the mean ± standard deviation across the 8 subjects of
the mean FT magnitude in each subject’s ROI. For subject
2, the BOLD run had no data in the subcallosal gyrus ROI
because of susceptibility‐induced signal loss in that region.
These results show no local peaks at the 0.125‐Hz eyes‐open/
eyes‐closed task frequency in any of the NEMO, control‐1,
control‐2, or BOLD runs, both for the 2 individual subjects
and for the average across all 8 subjects (P > 0.05)
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